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Hexi only treated him as a crazy dog barking . Her gaze looking at him was full of unconcern, “It’s 

strange, Feng Family and Liu Li Sect were so embarrassed . Even their own miss’ delicate body was 

naked in front of everybody . I thought that the disciple of the Feng Family should at least know how to 

be shameful and stay at home for half a moon to not see anyone . ” 

“Who knows that even your face is lost, the Feng Family still dare to let you guys come out and bark . 

This is really shameless; utterly shameless!” 

Feng Yunhai snorted . He pointed at Hexi and said angrily, “Slut, you’re looking for death!! You all come 

here and catch this slut, then beat him up badly!” 

For a while, the Feng Family’s disciples who were staying around Nalan Ziyun all rushed over . 

What made Hexi a little curious was that several of these disciples were actually at the Gold Core stage, 

but after entering the rank four magical beast area, their strength was suppressed . 

When they came over, they surrounded and protected Feng Yunhai firmly in the middle . It seemed that 

Feng Yunhai’s status in the Feng Family was not low . 

Hexi and Feng Yunhai were at daggers drawn, Nalan Ziyun saw the men who had beaten himself fled, 

then he quickly rushed to a handsome young man not far away and carefully lifted him up, “Third fellow 

apprentice, are you all right?” 

The person who was getting help was Xia Yichen, the grandson of Elder Xia of the Shui Yue Sect . 

At this point, Xia Yichen’s mouth was bleeding with blood, and his forehead was a little bruised . He was 

looking at the crowd in front of him with a sinister and fierce gaze . 

Nalan Ziyun glanced at Hexi, Feng Yunhai and others, and said quickly, “Third fellow apprentice, 

thankfully Feng Yunhai and his men redirect their attention to Xi Yue . They will not notice us at all for 

the time being . Let’s go now!” 

Nalan Ziyun pulled Xia Yichen a bit, but Xia Yichen’s face turned blue . His body wasn’t moving at all . 

Nalan Ziyun looked anxiously at the other young man beside him, “Fourth fellow apprentice, you … you 

should also advise third fellow apprentice . If the Feng Family’s people target us again, we would be 

damned!” 

“Shut up!” Before Nalan Ziyun finished his words, Xia Yichen interrupted him coldly . “Since when my 

Shui Yue Sect, Xia Family, is afraid of the Feng Family?!” 

“This scum Feng Yunhai dare to let me crawl under his crotch, and he wanted to steal our monster 

essence pills . It is unbearable . If I run away today, where would our Xia Family’s and Shui Yue Sect’s 

face be?!” 
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The fellow apprentices around Xia Yichen immediately felt indignant and said, “Feng Family is going too 

far . We Shui Yue Sect is also a martial artist sect who is tied with them among the four major sects . 

Who the hell is Fengyunhai? Isn’t he just a not outstanding scum of the Feng Family? He has been 

training for more than 50 years, but he is only at the Meridians stage . He actually dares to be so 

arrogant to our Shui Yue Sect! He really thinks that Shui Yue Sect doesn’t have any powerful person?!” 

Nalan Ziyun hurriedly said, “But Feng Family now wants to deal with Xi Yue’s kid . Third fellow 

apprentice, don’t you also hate that Xi Yue? Wouldn’t it be better to let them fight each other?” 

Xia Yichen looked coldly at him for a moment . His eyes were full of contempt . “I do hate Xi Yue, but I 

hate these scums of the Feng Family even more and the people who set us up… If I want to trouble Xi 

Yue, I will challenge that kid upfront . If we use trick to set him up, wouldn’t we lose the face of the Xia 

Family?” 

“Third fellow apprentice is right! How fair is that for us to use dirty tricks . We need to regain our face . 

We must let those scums of the Feng Family kneel down and apologize to us!” 
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Xia Yichen’s fellow apprentice were all in their twenties . They were irritable and bad-tempered . Now, 

they were bullied by Feng Family’s people, how would they just give up that easily . 

Of course, part of the reason was that no one could kill anyone in this Big Hunting Match . Similarly, 

Feng Yunhai dared to rob them, but they had absolutely no courage to kill them . Otherwise, wouldn’t it 

let Xia Family and Feng Family completely have a fall out? 

Several people from Shui Yue Sect pushed Nalan Ziyun aside, and some even taunted him, “Fellow 

apprentice is still timid . You are probably scared after being beaten by the fat man . Since you have no 

courage, it is better to stay here to avoid being caught and getting your face beaten . You only know to 

cry for help . Wouldn’t you ruin the reputation of our Shui Yue Sect! ” 

Nalan Ziyun’s face turned blue and white for a while, he clenched his fists tightly . His eyes were filled 

with resentment and haze . 

If I didn’t use tricks to shift Feng Yunhai and his men’s attention to Xi Yue, these people would be beaten 

up badly just now . Now they actually blame me for being dirty! 

It’s all because of Xi Yue . Because he refused to take the initiative to save me, so I got myself into such a 

situation . 

It is all Xi Yue, this bitch’s fault!! 

=== 

By this time Hexi and Feng Yunhai had already started fighting . 

Feng Yunhai’s strength was just average, but the two Gold Core stage martial artists around him, whose 

strength was suppressed, were very powerful . 

As soon as Feng Yunhai ordered, a fireball and an ice blade were launched toward Hexi . 
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Before waiting for Hexi to move, Ouyang Haoxuan stood in front of Hexi, waved his sword, and easily 

parried the fireball and ice blade . 

Obviously it was just a sword coated with a thin layer of spiritual power, but it could made the fireball 

and ice blade disappear instantly . 

The two Gold Core stage martial artists both showed shocked expressions, exclaiming, “Gold Core 

stage!” 

Several people’s faces showed stunned expressions . No wonder Hexi dared to enter the rank four 

magical beast area at a Foundation Establishment stage . 

It turned out that she was followed by a Gold Core stage bodyguard, and he was also at strong Gold 

Core stage . 

Feng Yunhai saw that the attack of her two guards was parried by Ouyang Haoxuan, and he suddenly 

yelled furiously, “You two entangle that Gold Core stage guy; everyone else beat up Xi Yue that scum . ” 

As Feng Yunhai’s men were about to move, several martial artists from the dense forest suddenly flew 

over and landed around the crowd . 

Xia Yichen stepped forward slowly, stood next to Hexi, and sneered toward Feng Yunhai, “Feng Family’s 

people are really good . They want to let so many Meridians stage martial artists bully a Foundation 

Establishment stage martial artist . This is really a big joke!” 

“Oh, yes, anyway, you guys had already been laughed at in the palace during the good show . Of course, 

you are not afraid now . After all, your face is already thicker than the city wall . Would you guys care 

embarrassing yourself more!” 

When Feng Yunhai heard the words, he burst in rage . The thin, greasy hair on his head tilted as if it 

would fall off at any time . 

Hexi was surprised . 

She glanced at Xia Yichen and secretly thought:If I remember correctly, silver spoon kid was very hostile 

toward me during the opening ceremony of the Big Hunting Match . His gaze was so fierce as if it could 

pierce me . 

Why would he help me now? 

Xia Yichen looked into Hexi’s clear eyes and handsome face, and his face flushed suddenly . He suddenly 

raised his tone, “What are you looking at? I’m not helping you; I’m just displeased with the Feng Family’s 

people only . ” 
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Hexi couldn’t help laughing and shook her head . As expected, he was just a child like Shen Qingchuo . 
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Feng Yunhai who looked embarrassed by Xia Yichen’s words burst into rage . Now when he saw Xia 

Yichen talking with Hexi, he suddenly turned his eyes and said evilly, “Xi Yue, our miss said you like to 

seduce a man . She really didn’t wrong you!” 

“Look at you, is it not enough to seduce His Royal Highness King of Hell? You also seduce a Gold Core 

stage martial artist . Now you even got the grandson of Elder Xia under your crotch,hahahaha…I was 

wondering why a Foundation Establishment stage boy dares to hunt in the rank four magical beast area, 

so you found yourself a,opsno, a few lovers to protect you!” 

When Feng Yunhai said this, the Feng Family’s disciples behind him burst into laughter . 

“Look at his thin skin and tender flesh; his red lips and teeth white . No one would believe that he isn’t a 

boy toy . ” 

“Aiya, such a beautiful boy, even I am willing to keep him!” 

“I don’t know if the Young Master Xi is short of lovers? As long as you are willing to sleep with us for a 

night, we can give you a lot of monster essence pill,hahaha…” 

Feng Yunhai was extremely satisfied with the cooperation of his subordinates, then he immediately 

smiled at Xia Yichen, “Tze tze, Xia Yichen, I heard that you are the only bloodline of Elder Xia, but you are 

mixing with a man . If you let your grandpa know, do you think that he will chase you out of the Xia 

Family because you lose the family’s face?Hahaha… ” 

“What’s more, even if you are looking for a man, you need to find someone with clean history . This 

Young Master Xi obviously has several lovers . I think the Gold Core stage next to him is better than you, 

you Xia Yichen isn’t even comparable to him~ ” 

“Hahaha…” Feng Yunhai’s words aroused another round of laughter . “The Gold Core stage brother next 

to Xi Yue, how does it feel to play with a man? Is it better than playing with a girl? Why don’t you share 

it with us?” 

Xia Yichen’s angry eyes widened . Eevn his handsome face was distorted . He took out his flying sword as 

he was going to fight with Feng Yunhai . 

But Ouyang Haoxuan moved faster than him . 

The whistling flying sword circled in the sky and flew toward the Feng Family disciple who spoke last . 

Before the man’s laughter stoppped, his mouth widened, and his eyes revealed a wretched expression . 

However, before he closed his mouth, he felt a murderous vibe rushing at him . 

“Ahh—!” A short scream sounded, then it disappeared without a trace . 

There was a large hole in the man’s forehead . Blood and brain juice were flowing out of it . 

The Feng Family’s disciples including Feng Yunhai were stunned by this scene . They never thought that 

this gentle-looking and handsome man would kill without saying a word . This was totally disregarding 

the rules of the Big Hunting Match and the identity of the Feng Family’s disciple . 



The long sword circled back to Ouyang Haoxuan’s hands . He bent his fingers and flicked on the sword, 

then smiled faintly, “When will the Feng Family people only do the talk?Oh, I forget, when you frame Xi 

Yue was at the public trial conference, weren’t you guys only doing the talk? However, you guys failed to 

frame her and lost your own reputation unfortunately… I thought you guys really wouldn’t use this 

unique skill again!” 

When Ouyang Haoxuan said this, Xia Yichen and the people of the Qixing Palace laughed out loud . 
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Feng Yunhai and others were furious, pointing at Ouyang Haoxuan and screaming, “Shit, what are you? 

You dare to point finger at our Feng Family? Besides, don’t you know that killing is not allowed in Big 

Hunting Match? Aren’t you afraid of being punished by the four major sects after it is made known?” 

Ouyang Haoxuan sneered, “Big Hunting Match does not allow killings, but it is only for those registered 

martial artists, not the people who sneaked in around you . ” 

“I don’t know when the people in the Feng Family were so brave . They actually dare to send in the non-

participants illegally behind the other three major sects . If this is spread out, am I going to be 

sanctioned or the Feng Family will be sanctioned?” 

When Ouyang Haoxuan said this, Feng Yunhai suddenly panicked . He almost instinctively blurted out, 

“How… How do you know?” 

Xia Yichen and others were also shocked, then suddenly came to their senses . 

They felt weird . They were also the major sect’s disciples who were teleported to Breaking Spirit 

Mountain for the Big Hunting Match . 

Xia Yichen’s brothers and sisters all gathered together using secret methods . How come the Feng 

Family’s disicples were more powerful than them? There were even a few Gold Core stage martial artists 

followed Feng Yunhai to protect them? 

Logically, the number of people from the major sects and families had limited seats in the Big Hunting 

Match . After all, most of the quotas must be reserved for those average martial artists in order for the 

major sects to select their talents . 

It turned out that these Feng Family’s people didn’t all sign up for the Big Hunting Match, but they 

sneaked in . 

No wonder, the Qixing Palace was defenseless against them! 

Xia Yichen’s gaze looking at Feng Yunhai was filled with caution and suspicion, “Feng Yunhai, what does 

Feng Family want? Why did they send so many people into the Breaking Spirit Mountain?” 

Feng Yunhai’s face was extremely gloomy . Instead of answering Xia Yichen’s words, he stared coldly at 

Ouyang Haoxuan, “Young man, who are you?” 
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Before Ouyang Haoxuan answered, one of the Gold Core stage martial artist beside Feng Yunhai 

suddenly exclaimed, “Young master, I know who he is? He is Ouyang Haoxuan, the only son of Ouyang 

Zhixiong!” 

Ouyang Family was the organizer of this Big Hunting Match, so it was normal for Ouyang Haoxuan to 

know the list of participants of the Big Hunting Match . 

Ouyang Haoxuan?!Feng Yunhai’s pupils shrank sharply . His hand, that was rubbing his hair gently, 

suddenly gripped and pulled out one-third of his hair . 

Instead of being angry, Feng Yunhai showed a look of joy in his eyes . He winked at the two Gold Core 

stage martial artists around her . 

This Ouyang Haoxuan was the wanted person by the young master, Feng Yunjing . This time the Feng 

Family had invested so much manpower into Breaking Spirit Mountain . In addition to investigating the 

prohibition array’s location of Breaking Spirit Mountain, there was a temporary mission which was to 

find the location of Ouyang Haoxuan and secretly took him back alive . 

Feng Yunhai masked the joy on his face and yelled angrily at Ouyang Haoxuan, “Ouyang Haoxuan, are 

you tired of living? You dare to oppose our Feng Family . You all catch him for me immediately . I must 

show him who has the say now!!!” 

When Feng Family’s disciples heard that, they were about to charge at Ouyang Haoxuan . 

How would Xia Yichen let him do as he wished? He hated Feng Yunhai’s humiliation to his bone . He 

immediately shouted, “The Feng Family dares to cheat in the Big Hunting Match . Let’s catch them all 

and look for the Feng Family to reason with them!” 
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Qixing Palace’s disciple responded and they cast their flying sword magic weapons . 

Sparks were everywhere instantly; roar resounded in the sky . Two groups of people went into a fight . 

The two martial artists of the Gold Core stages, plus several people at the peak of the Meridians stage 

surrounded Ouyang Haoxuan . It was a formation that would not allow him to escape . 

Even the people surrounding Hexi to take her life were not as many as those around Ouyang Haoxuan . 

Hexi raised an eyebrow in surprise . 

She always felt that Feng Yunhai became strange after he knew Ouyang Haoxuan’s identity, or that the 

attitude of Feng Family people became strange . 

They were shouting to teach Ouyang Haoxuan a lesson, but they were very careful in their moves . they 

seemed to be afraid of hurting Ouyang Haoxuan . 

In addition, most of the experts were around Ouyang Haoxuan . This was showing that they wanted to 

catch him alive . 

What is the Feng Family trying to do? Why do they want to catch Ouyang Haoxuan? 
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Although most of the Feng Family’s force was attracted by Ouyang Haoxuan and Hexi . 

However, the number and strength of the Feng Family were still much larger than Qixing Palace . 

In particular, Feng Yunhai’s men were almost at the advance stage of the Meridians stage or even the 

peak of the Meridians stage . 

On the side of Xia Yichen, except for his own cultivation which was at the peak of the Meridians stage, 

most of his fellow apprentices were at most at the early stage and middle stage of the Meridians stage . 

So after a battle, Qixing Palace quickly fell behind . 

The situation on Ouyang Haoxuan’s side was also not so optimistic . The strength of the two Gold Core 

stage masters surrounding him were exceptional, and they even had powerful magic weapons in their 

hands . 

In addition, there were three or four on the peak of the Meridians stage to interfere with him . Now that 

his strength was suppressed to the Meridians stage, so he gradually became unable to cope with the 

situation . 

One of the martial artists on the Gold Core stage saw that he was short of spiritual power, and he 

immediately overjoyed, shouting, “Give me the natural silks . Catch him, then our credit will be… 

However, before this man finished his words, Ouyang Haoxuan suddenly channeled his flying sword . 

His eyes were so cold and ruthless . He actually ignored all the people who attacked behind him and 

ruthlessly cut toward the hands of the Gold Core stage martial artist . 

“Ahhh!!” The Gold Core stage martial artists uttered a terrible misery . 

The hand that was holding onto the natural silk was chopped down forcefully; his severed limb was 

splashing blood everywhere . 

For a moment, those who were attacking Ouyang Haoxuan were stunned . 

They never thought that this young man with normal cultivation would actually be so ruthless . 

When he hacked at this Gold Core stagemartial artist, he completely exposed his back and weakness to 

the enemies behind him . 

This was basically the same as risking his own life! 

Feng Yunhai was also startled, then he immediately shouted, “What are you all doing? Since he can’t 

appreciate what is good for him, then you just cripple him and then catch him . ” 

Feng Family’s disciple responded immediately . They took out all the magic weapons in their hands . 

As Ouyang Haoxuan, who didn’t seem to be able to guard on time, was about to be seriously injured, 

there were dozens of purple lights shooting out from the blind angle . They were aiming at the Feng 

Family’s disciples behind Ouyang Haoxuan like sharp arrows . 

“Pch——Pch——” 



There were several consecutive sounds of sharp blades penetrated the flesh, then followed by the 

horrible misery of the people . 

Immediately after that, the Meridians stage martial artists who wanted to attack Ouyang Haoxuan 

suddenly crumbled to the ground . 

Their eyes turned white, their faces were gray and grey, and they looked like they were dying . 
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A purple vine was piercing through their chests . The leaves were trembling as they sucked their flesh 

happily . 

The only one who could survive from the vine attack was the only Gold Core Stage martial artist . 

But the vine had cut an opening on his throat . He was standing on the spot in horror; he was unable to 

move . 

Before the group was completely sucked into dry corpses, Hexi waved her hand and the vine flew back 

to her . 

Feng Yunhai looked incredibly at the handsome young man standing not far away . 

Isn’t this kid only Foundation Establishment stage? Why… why can a single hit make the martial artists at 

the top of the Meridians stage unable to fight back?! 

Feng Yunhai’s complexion fluctuated, and he suddenly took out a yellow talisman from his arms . 

This was the Thunderbolt Talisman given by his elder in the family . The full blow of the talisman could 

even make the martial artists at the peak of the Gold Core stage unbearable . 

Feng Yunhai gritted his teeth and spit his blood on the talisman, then he suddenly activated the talisman 

and rushed toward Hexi . 

Xi Yue, this slut, make our Feng Family lose face . Now he dares to show off in front of us and spoil our 

important matter . 

I must let this bitch die without a trace in this Breaking Spirit Mountain! 

Seeing Hexi’s figure already appeared in front of him, but she still didn’t realize it . 

There was a smirk in Feng Yunhai’s eyes, and the talisman in his hand was about to burst open . “You 

scum, die now…” 

Feng Yunhai’s arrogant shout came to an abrupt end . 

He couldn’t believe seeing a little gray-black dragon appearing in front of his eyes . 

The little dragon opened his mouth to him, exposing his white and sharp teeth and grinning with ill 

intention . 

Then, his talisman was swallowed by the little dragon . 
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It was… swallowed in one bite . 

The little dragon made a burp and spat out a black smoke, then it murmured at Hexi, “Boss, this talisman 

is not tasty at all . The cinnabar used for painting talisman is not pure, but this spiritual power is quite 

rich, but it is still enough for a snack,hehe…” 

This little magic dragon was of course transfigured by the Little Golden Dragon into the image of the doll 

T-Rex . 

After he was injured, he swallowed a lot of monster essence pills before completely recovered . Monster 

essence pill contained magical beast cultivation and essence . After swallowing more monster essence 

pills, Little Golden Dragon slowly acquired some basic skills of the other magical beasts . 

This taste and ability to devour talisman was one of the new skills learned by Little Golden Dragon . 

Feng Yunhai widened his mouth as he looked at the little dragon in front of him, then he looked at Hexi 

again with a horrified face . 

Hexi sneered, lifted her feet, and trampled on Feng Yunhai’s fat belly fiercely . 

Feng Yunhai let out a horrible scream like a pig being slaughtered . He flew out like a kite with broken 

line and fell on the ground . 

The blood in his mouth continued to flow, and his dantian was having a burning pain . Feng Yunhai 

stared at Hexi fiercely . His eyes filled with horror and resentment . 

Xia Yichen and others were originally suppressed by the Feng Family’s disciples, but Hexi’s one move 

reversed the situation all of sudden . 

One of the two Gold Core stages of the Feng Family was crippled; one was injured . The injured one is 

now being suppressed heavily by Ouyang Haoxuan . 

In addition, those experts at the peak of the Meridians stage were also crippled by Hexi . 

The leader, Feng Yunhai, was even kicked out by Hexi and rolled on the ground like a turtle . 

Xia Yichen was particularly happy to see Feng Yunhai suffered a hit . He laughed out loud, “The Feng 

Family’s disciples only have this little strength . They want to besiege a Foundation Establishment stage 

kid, but they were beaten up by him utterly!” 
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“Look, there is nothing to be afraid of the martial artists of the Feng Family! We now will get our 

revenge . Beat these scums to their death!” 

“Okay! Beat them up!” 

The disciples of Qixing Palace laughed loudly, and their momentum suddenly increased . Even in the face 

of people who were higher than themselves, they showed no fear at all . 
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On the contrary, the Feng Family’s disciples felt scared when they saw Hexi’s fierce and powerful vibe 

and Ouyang Haoxuan’s ruthlessness . Even their movement was slowed down 

In the blink of an eye, the situation reversed . 

And all this was just because of the two moves of the Foundation Establishment stage young man . 

Soon, the Feng Family’s people were all tied up by the disciples of Qixing Palace . 

Xia Yichen ransacked the storage bags and storage rings of the Feng Family’s disciples . They even 

removed their clothes, leaving them only a pair of underwear . 

Xia Yichen laughed as he watched the embarrassed and furious look when their clothes were stripped 

off . 

“Feng Yunhai, didn’t you just say that you want me to crawl through your crotch before you let me go? 

Now, how do you want me to let you go?” 

Feng Yunhai looked more embarrassed than ever . His clothes had been stripped off, leaving only a pair 

of tattered pants . Even half of his butt was exposed . 

His belly was huge . It was full of fat meat . After peeling off his clothes, the fat was piled up, looking 

white and ugly . 

Especially his hair that was scarce, his hair that was entangled with the weeds was torn a lot because 

Hexi’s made him roll several times on the ground . Now that the middle of his head looked bad which 

made him look extremely ugly . 

Feng Yunhai was tied up with natural silk . He was so angry that his body fat was trembling . He yelled at 

Xia Yichen furiously, “Xia Yichen, stop the bullying now! Do you really think our Feng Family is easy to 

bully?” 

“You should let me go now if you are sensible, otherwise I won’t let you guys go when I go back to the 

Feng Family!” 

“Aiya, we are so scared!” Another fellow apprentice sneered beside Xia Yichen . “Feng Yunhai, don’t 

forget that our Qixing Palace is also one of the four major sect . Do you really think we are afraid of your 

Feng Family?” 

Xia Yichen crossed him arms in front of his chest and looked down at Feng Yunhai, “If you want me to let 

you go, you can . As long as you Feng Yunhai obediently crawls through my crotch, I will let you all go . 

Otherwise,hehe…” 

“Don’t you think about it !!” Feng Yunhai was furious . “Who the hell are you? You want me, Feng 

Yunhai to crawl your crotch? Are you worth–” 

“Pa–” 

Before Feng Yunhai finished his words, Xia Yichen threw a slap on his face and smirked, “You can choose 

not to crawl . I can’t kill you because of the rules of Big Hunting Match . But, I don’t mind beating you all 

up badly . ” 



Feng Yunhai’s face quickly swelled . 

He wanted to scold again, but another slap containing spiritual power hit him again . 

Everyone of the Qixing Palace laughed and beat up Feng Family’s disciple . 

For a time, there were wailing sounds on the mountainside . 

Feng Yunhai finally couldn’t stand the humiliation and pain, he pleaded with tears and blood on his face, 

“Don’t … don’t hit anymore, I’ll crawl… I’ll crawl…” 

Xia Yichen looked at Feng Yunhai who trembled as he crawled through his crotch, and was so proud that 

the grievance in his chest was clear . 
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He turned his head and saw Hexi standing indifferently . He coughed and walked over as he said, “Uh, 

thank… thank you!” 

Hexi glanced at him and said indifferently, “Feng Family and I already have resentment . I didn’t mean to 

help you . Thank for what?” 

“You–!” Xia Yichen thanked him kindly, but in exchange for Hexi’s lukewarm reply . He was instantly out 

of breath . 

But looking at the beautiful face of the young boy like ice sculptures, he couldn’t say anything terrible . 

After all, if it wasn’t for this man, he would be humiliated by Feng Yunhai today . How could he vent his 

anger? 

Before Xia Yichen spoke, Nalan Ziyun, who was also following him, suddenly burst into anger, “Young 

Master Xi, what do you mean? Second fellow apprentice thanked you kindly . You can don’t appreciate 

it, but why are you so arrogant?” 

“Don’t you know that the people who cultivate immortality should uphold justice? You just now wanted 

to see us die . Don’t you think you are too cold and selfish?” 

Hexi sneered, watching Nalan Ziyun with a cold and sharp gaze . 

Her cheap “brother” was really interesting . Each time he made a young and naive look, but the words 

he spoke imply provocation and irony . He… really got the best of Nalan Zhengze! 

Nalan Ziyun’s words were full of indignation . He initially thought he would get Xia Yichen’s 

understanding . 

Who knew that Xia Yichen glared at him and said coldly, “Who asks you to talk now? Go to the side . 

Don’t disturb me to talk to Xi Yue . ” 

Nalan Ziyun’s expression suddenly froze . His hands on his sides suddenly clenched into fists . His gaze 

revealed a grim light . 
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Xia Yichen ignored Nalan Ziyun . He just stared at Hexi for a long while, then he suddenly took out the 

items he ransacked and passed over, “Here you go!” 

Hexi raised an eyebrow and looked at him in confusion . 

Xia Yichen uneasily opened his eyebrows, and he tried to maintain a cold tone, “Feng Yunhai was 

defeated by you . This is the monster essence pill and magic weapons I found from him . I give them all 

to you . ” 

He also added, “The other people’s storage bags are taken by my fellow apprentices, so I will not return 

them to you . I have given what I searched from them to you . I … I don’t want to take advantage of 

you!” 

Hexi looked at the young man’s proud and shy face, and she felt a little funny . 

Xia Yichen treats me as a love rival, but he could still think of not taking advantage of me . It seems that 

this guy’s heart is not bad . 

Xia Yichen saw that Hexi had been silenced all the time . Her pair of slanted eyes obviously looked so 

beautiful, but her expression was arrogant and irritating . 

He stuffed the storage bag into Hexi’s hand, and said coldly, “There is no rule that prohibits killing 

outside Breaking Spirit Mountain . You should be careful of Feng Family’s revenge at that time . Don’t 

say that I drag you down later . ” 

Having said that, regardless of Hexi’s reaction, he quickly greeted the disciples of the Qixing Palace and 

left the place . 

Until Xia Yichen and others went far away, Hexi looked at Feng Yunhai . 

Feng Yunhai took back his gloomy gaze from Xia Yichen and others at this time, he stared directly at 

Ouyang Haoxuan instead . 

There was a vicious sneer in the corner of his mouth . 

There was not much time left until the end of the Big Hunting Match . When he got out, as long as he 

told the young master and White Protector about the whereabouts of Ouyang Haoxuan, he believed 

that it could also be credited to him . 

Hexi’s eyes revealed a coldness . She waved her wrists suddenly, and a nearly colorless and tasteless 

light smoke wrapped Feng Yunhai and others . 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 589 

These light fumes quickly invaded the mouth and nose of Feng Yunhai and others, especially their 

wounds, then it disappeared without a trace . 

When Feng Yunhai saw Hexi looking at him, she was instantly frightened by her cold eyes and shivered, 

“You… you don’t even think of doing anything to me! If I die, you will also be disqualified from the 

competition, and you will even be hunted down by the four major sects . ” 
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“Xi Yue, you… don’t do stupid things!” 

Hexi smiled slowly . Her voice was clear and soft, “I don’t need to do stupid things . Hao Xuan, let’s go . ” 

After speaking, without waiting for Feng Yunhai to react to what she said, she and Ouyang Haoxuan 

quickly left . 

Feng Yunhai looked at a little surprise, then he sneered again:What Xi Yue, what Ouyang Family? When I 

leave the main peak of Breaking Spirit Mountain, I will never let them go!!! 

=== 

In the dense grassy hills, the breeze blew through the weeds . There were figures fighting behind the 

weeds . 

Feng Lianying pressed her head in pain, finally waking up from the raging lust fire . 

Her memory slowly recovered in her head . Feng Lianying’s pretty face twisted . Her hands clenched 

tightly . After a click sound, her well-maintained nail was suddenly broken by her . 

She remembered Xi Yue who was almost humiliated and tortured . 

Then she remembered Nangong Yu who descended from the sky and rescued Xi Yue . 

She remembered Nangong Yu’s ruthlessness toward her . 

The Love Devouring Voodoo given by the master was intended to use on Xi Yue initially, but it was 

actually used on Feng Lianying herself . 

Then, her consciousness became blurred, leaving only a passionate desire for men . 

In these days, she couldn’t remember anything . She just kept moaning constantly, holding onto men 

and moving up and down endlessly . 

If one couldn’t satisfy her, then two; if two couldn’t satisfy, then three or four . Even if she lost her voice, 

she couldn’t feel anything . Her body and heart were dominated by lust . 

Feng Lianying stood up staggeringly and put on some clothes . 

When she looked down and saw the bodies of the ugly men around her, she felt that her stomach was 

churning . She kept retching, and her face was so ugly that it looked scary . 

“Beauty girl ~~ Ice Lotus Fairy, let’s come again ~~hehehe~~” 

The ugly man who had just had fun with her kept licking her white jade feet . His tongue was licking on 

her calf . 

As soon as Feng Lianying bowed his head, he met the man’s face full of pimples . Especially the raised 

sarcoma on his forehead, it was more disgusting and ugly than magical beast . 

Feng Lianying only felt reluctance in her heart for a while . She raised her sword and cut off the man’s 

head ruthlessly . 



She inhaled and exhaled deeply, then she did it again . Her face was twisting ferociously; her eyes were 

full of hatred and humiliation . 

I am the Feng Family’s miss; the lofty Ice Lotus Fairy; I was actually tarnished by these ugly men! 

Such a disgusting and dirty man, I even felt disgusted when he stood in front of me! How could he touch 

me? How?!! 

Nangong Yu, how can you be so cruel and vicious . You gave my pure body to these ugly and dirty men! 

No, it’s not Nangong Yu’s fault! All these should be blamed on Xi Yue! 

It must be Xi Yue, this bitch who instigated Brother Yu to treat me like this! 

“Xi Yue … Xi Yue!” Holding the flying sword tightly, she spoke with a hoarse voice as if the voice would 

be lost at any moment, and the voice was filled with destructive hatred, “I, Feng Lianying swears that I 

will tear your body into pieces; I must let you fall into disrepute . After you die, your soul will not 

reincarnate again!! Xi Yue, just you wait!!! ” 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 590 

Feng Lianying turned around and walked out, suddenly sticking a warm body behind her . 

Nie Jinchen’s soft voice sounded in her ear, “Lian Ying, we now have skin relatives, and I will propose to 

Feng Family when I return . ” 

Feng Lianying turned his head sharply, his eyes were waiting fiercely for him, “Nie Jinchen, are you still 

alive ?!” 

When she woke up, she looked around and found that there were corpses everywhere, and several of 

them were disciples of Liu Li Sect . 

She thought that except her and those ugly men, everyone else had been killed by Nangong Yu . 

Nie Jinchen looked at her affectionately, but her eyes were bottomless . “Sister Lianying, have you 

forgotten? The first person to have sex with you is me . You hugged me passionately at that time . You 

even tore me and your clothes . ” 

“Sister Lian Ying, you know that I always like you . Even if you have a relationship with these men, I will 

not despise you . When I go back to report to the Head and Feng Family’s master, I will marry you . ” 

“Marry me?” Feng Lianying suddenly changed her face and screamed, “Nie Jinchen, what do you think 

you are? Are you worthy of marrying me? You are just a dog beside me . You want me to marry you? 

Stop dreaming!” 

“I tell you, forget what happened today if you are sensible . Otherwise, don’t blame me for being 

ruthless! You don’t forget that I’m the young master of Liu Li Sect!” 

Nie Jinchen’s pupils shrank suddenly as he heard that . His face looked grim . 
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He held a piece of talisman in his hand . He gripped the talisman tighter . Even his fingernails carved into 

his palm . 

However, in the end, he just smiled coldly and lowered his head without talking . 

Feng Lianying thought he was suppressed by her, and she was relieved in her heart . She said coldly, “If 

you can listen to me, you will still be the disciple leader of the Liu Li Sect . After I become the head of Liu 

Li Sect, you will be indispensable . Remember, don’t tell anyone what happened today, otherwise… I will 

never let you go!” 

After Feng Lianying finished speaking, she didn’t bother Nie Jinchen anymore . She began to carefully 

groom her appearance . 

She had full confidence in her charm . Nie Jinchen was fascinated by her . As long as it was her order, Nie 

Jinchen would listen . 

What’s more, there were Feng Family and Liu Li Sect behind her . How would Nie Jinchen offend her? 

Hehe, as long as Nie Jinchen doesn’t say, and these disgusting men are also dead . Wait until I kill Xi Yue, 

then nobody in this world will know what happened in these days . 

As for Nangong Yu, in Feng Lianying’s mind, Nangong Yu was her destined husband . When she married 

to him and became Nangong Yu’s well-known wife . Would Nangong Yu publicize his wife’s scandal? 

Feng Lianying planned well in her mind, so she didn’t pay attention to Nie Jinchen’s eyes at all . 

Nie Jinchen looked at her coldly behind her . A wicked and sly smile was evoked at the corner of her 

mouth . 

You dare to say that I’m a dog? You said that I’m not worthy of marrying you? Hehe, Feng Lianying, why 

don’t you look at what you are now? 

You are just a shameless bitch who had sex with eight men . You even have the face to despise abandon 

me!? 

If it weren’t for the identity of the Feng Family’s miss and the position of Liu Li Sect’s master, I would 

have torn this woman to pieces . 

But Feng Lianying, you don’t know yet right! Your good days are over! 


